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ABSTRACT: Whenever researchers go for a literature review for a new topic which is unfamiliar to them, they want 

to collect all relevant documents which influence the topic most, but while doing all these they need to collect huge 

number of papers, which makes them difficult to study each and every paper. To solve these problems, this paper 

proposed Design which focused on, how to find out relevant papers with respect to query, Discrimination of survey 

paper and Implementation paper, and creation of their genealogy. First it will find out all relevant matching papers with 

respect to keywords given in query which is preprocessed earlier, again there is a provision for a user to discriminate 

survey and implementation paper, and then it will create genealogy of those paper, by making association or 

interlinking among all matching documents on the basis of references of each paper have.  This Genealogy will help 

user to get a quick look at, which papers are relevant for our topic of research, and association among them, so that user 

will focus on those documents only for literature review problem and not straying us on less important or unwanted 

documents. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

While doing research for a new topic, problem that researchers face is a literature survey for the topic which may 

know or unknown. Literature Review put a limelight on a desired topic for research, which shows, what are the hot 

issues are left to work on and also give us proper direction for future work. It requires spending some amount of time to 

extract high-quality and relevant papers from conferences, journals, or scholar search engines, for that purpose 

researcher can go for qualitative survey papers but because of their static nature, new invention cannot be disclosed. 

Researcher can browse papers from conferences or journals but, with conferences or journals, there are large number of 

papers need to extract and study them. Again the researcher may go for search engines like Google, CiteSeer, Google 

Scholar, etc. are useful to find papers with desired titles and keywords using keyword-based Query for review of 

research paper, but it displays large number of papers. Again sometime we don‟t want a survey paper as a part of our 

study; we don‟t want to include survey paper in research study. So, it is needed sometime to discriminate between 

Survey paper and Implementation paper before extracting papers on desired topic.   

Therefore, it is necessary to find relevant papers on the research topic with relationships among them. And there 

should be a provision which isolates the survey paper from implementation paper. So, this paper is mainly describe to 

create research paper genealogy which lessen the difficulty of the literature survey at large extent and will help the 

researcher to easily grasp the inclination or movement of the research topic. In this paper, we specify three problems: 1) 

to find the relevant papers, 2) Discrimination of survey paper and Implementation paper, and 3) creation of their 

genealogy, from relevant papers belongs to same topic. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Keywords in a query need preprocessing before performing successive operations on that, so that is an important 

issue for survey while performing research of this paper. In [1], we can focus on so many Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) tasks which are useful for text preprocessing, such as Coreference Resolution [2], Discourse Analysis [3], 
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Named Entity Recognition (NER) [4], Sentiment Analysis [5], Word sense disambiguation (WSD) [6], Stemming [7], 

Part of Speech (POS) [8], Chunking [9]. 

 

Classification techniques have been reviewed shown in [10], where it discussed about K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), 

Naive Bayes, Term Graph Model which are used for text and document mining.  

While doing research for Similarity measure which is an important issue in proposed design reviewed, Cosine 

Similarity [11] for text based measures, which is used for text clustering along with K-Clustering Method for similarity 

computation on the basis of terms in abstract, keyword and body of paper. Again for Link based measure, which takes 

help of citations in paper for similarity computation between papers, for that purpose reviewed [12]-[14]. 

Again there is a need to do survey of optimization techniques which enhance the performance of proposed work in 

the form of time context, for that purpose Neural Network techniques [15] have been reviewed different techniques 

such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization, Bees Algorithm. 

Finding relationship between authors and papers is an important issue while doing research, for that purpose 

reviewed, Time-constraint Probabilistic Factor Graph (TPFG) model [16], used to expose hidden semantic knowledge 

in information networks which lead us to look at time-constrained advisor–advisee relationships. Another is [17] shows 

supportive measures for co-authorship network. 

III. PROPOSED DESIGN 

 

Proposed system is designed mainly to focus on problem of literature review for a new topic, this design shown in 

fig.1, proposed system consist of five modules which are described in this section. First module is Document 

collection, second is Pre-processing of Keywords in a query, third is Finding matching documents, fourth is 

Discriminating Survey paper from that Implementation paper, and fifth is Construction of Genealogy among research 

paper.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Flowchart of Proposed Design 
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A. Document Collection in the Database 

Here it is needed to create sample database, which consist number of documents, these documents are in form of 

pdf files. These documents are research papers which are not from same subject domain but are belongs to different 

subject domain. These research papers are includes both Survey papers as well as Implementation papers. There are 

some keywords in title that distinguishes survey paper from that Implementation paper and will be  used for subsequent 

operation. 

B. Preprocessing of Search Keywords 

Text Preprocessing is an important part for preprocessing of input keywords for asking query, so that it will extract 

only important and relevant word from input keywords which will lead us to focus on extraction of only important 

documents and which are mostly closer to our query from the database on the basis of preprocessed input keywords, 

otherwise without preprocessing of input keyword, it will results huge number of documents, which is impossible for 

us to go through each and every documents. But preprocessing of search keyword in a query is helpful by not straying 

into wrong direction, by collecting lesser important or unwanted documents. Natural Language Processing (NLP) has 

good contribution in text preprocessing. After surveying so many NLP tasks [1], it has been discovered that POS 

tagging and Chunking will be the best option for text preprocessing. In that also application of POS tagging has to be 

made first on search keyword and subsequently Chunking has to be executed so that will give efficient preprocessing. 

POS Tagging will assign syntactic role to each keyword in a query by assigning them part of speech. Sometime group 

of words are taken as a single search keyword for matching documents, for that purpose Chunking has to use after 

application of POS tagging. Chunking will recognize the dependency of one keyword on another and according to that 

it will group the words. 

 
E.g. Enter text for preprocessing: The sheep is in the pen. 

After preprocessing of text using POS Tagging it will show tagging to each word: Sheep-n, is-v, in-n, pen-n 

Here noun and verb are abbreviation for „n‟ and „v‟ respectively which can be set by tagset for tagging using tagging 
approaches. 

Preprocessed Text after chunking will be: sheep is in pen 

Here by using chunking, important and relevant word are extracted as efficient search keyword through which we can 
get exact and desired document in search result. 

C. Finding Matching Documents 

As K-Nearest Neighbor [10] is more preferable as compared to the Naive Bayes [10] and Term-Graph [10] but it 

has higher time complexity is high but gives a higher accuracy than others. The application of k-Nearest Neighbors 

(KNN) has been used to determine the categories of documents on the basis of query. To find out the category of a 

query is depends on both the documents which are nearest to it as well as categories of the K documents which are 

nearest to it. Vector space model [18] is used for document similarity calculation using a vector-based, distance-

weighted matching function which is an instance of KNN method. The user first submits a query which is executed 

over the database. Then it will check out database of document collection and will results the matching document with 

respect to query. For each extracted document there will be Document Vector and for each class there will be Class 

Vector, which has to be created. After that, similarity will be calculated between Document vector and Class Vector, 

and then document belongs to that class for which it has maximum similarity.  

 

 Here we need to create two classes Survey paper and Implementation paper, according to that extracted document 

with respect to query which were discovered while matching will get classified. So, KNN has been used for two 

purposes, first is to match documents with respect to query and second is to classify the extracted documents with 

respected to query into two classes, survey paper and implementation paper. 

D. Discrimination of Survey paper from that of Implementation paper 

Genetic algorithm (GA) [19]-[21] is a powerful search mechanism which is discovered from evolution as well as 

natural selection and it is a randomized searching and global optimization technique, has been used in the proposed 

work to optimize the work of KNN. Basic operations of GA which are used in proposed system is Selection, 

Population, and Crossover for relevant document extraction. GA is appropriate for the information retrieval which 
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denotes relevant documents with respect to query from large document space. Document space denotes large 

dimensional space in proposed work.  

KNN has some following drawback,  

1. If there is a huge number of samples in the database, KNN will take higher time to calculate the similarities 

between the documents, which leads to higher calculation complexity. 

2. KNN classifier is solely depends on training set and no other additional data, so if there is any changes in 

training set, it needs to recalculate all things again. 

3. As there is no change in samples with large data and samples with small data it treated all samples equally and 

it will not clarify where exactly samples are distributed uncommonly. 

To remove all these drawbacks, GA is planned to use with KNN, which in turn GA will optimize the KNN, by 

removing all above mentioned drawback. GA is comprised of following components: 

A. Initial input given to algorithm are chromosomes, search keyword which is asking in query and all the 

documents in database are represented in the form of chromosome. 

B. Similarity value is need to calculate the similarity between keywords in query to each of the documents in 

database, for that purpose Fitness Function is used. 

C. Selection process is then select chromosome for next level or next generation in GA, which are having 

with highest fitness value, it may select chromosome with lower fitness value in a few or not at all. 

D. Crossover is an important operation of GA, that transfer the information between two parents and 

exchange pair of genes with each other to generate two child chromosome.  

By optimizing KNN, GA discriminate the paper into categories of Survey and Implementation in efficient way. 

 
E. Construction of Research paper Genealogy 

After getting all relevant matching documents, it moves for construction of genealogy among all matching 

documents. There is a provision for user to choose paper type. Here we have two paper types one is Survey and another 

is Implementation, It‟s on user which type of paper they want to include in their research paper survey and according to 

that Genealogy will be created. Now what does mean of Genealogy, in Genealogy it will show interlinking between all 

documents, which we get after extracting all matching documents in previous step. Whatever document we get, there 

may be documents which are referring other documents and all those documents also present in the database regarding 

to the same topic, then it will show interlinking among those documents and that is the Genealogy. This Genealogy is 

created with the help of Semantic matching [22]. This Genealogy will help user to get a quick look at which papers are 

relevant for our topic of research, and association among them, so that user will focus on those documents only and not 

straying us on less important or unwanted documents. 

 
Fig. 2. Overview of relevant paper Genealogy Construction. (a) Extracting matching papers belonging to the same topic. (b) Finding relevant papers. 

(c) Constructing relevant paper genealogy. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, proposed work is about collection of relevant matching research papers in accordance with 

preprocessed query related to any type of content, along with the provision of selection of paper type for user, whether 

to select Survey paper in literature review or not and then interlinking among all matching research paper to prepare an 

efficient content independent genealogy which will help the user to make  quick look at which papers are relevant for 
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our topic of research, so that user will focus on those documents only for literature review and not straying us on less 

important or unwanted documents.  
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